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This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group,
USA.
Engelsk-amharisk ordbog. De engelske ords betydning
forklares ved hjælp af eksempler, hvor de optræder i
hele sætninger
"This open access book explains why a democratic
reckoning will start when European societies win the fight
against COVID-19. Have democracies successfully
mastered the challenges of the pandemic? How has the
coronavirus impacted democratic principles, processes
and values? At the heels of the worst public health crisis
in living memory, this book shines an unforgiving light on
the side-lining of parliaments, the ruling by governmental
decrees and the disenfranchisement of the people in the
name of fighting COVID-19. Pandemocracy in Europe
situates the dramatic impact of COVID-19, and the fight
against the virus, on Europe's democracies. Throughout
its 17 contributions the book sets the theoretical stage
and answers the democratic questions engaged by
health emergencies. Seven national case studies - UK,
Germany, Italy, Sweden, Hungary, Switzerland, and
France - show, each time with a pronounced focus on a
particular element of democracy, how different states
reacted to the pandemic. The book also shifts the
analytical gaze beyond the nation state towards
international settings, looking at the effects on the
European Union and considering the impact on populist
movements. Bridging disciplines and uniting a stellar
cast of scholars on democracy, rule of law and
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constitutionalism, the book provides contours and
nuances to a year of debates in political science,
international relations and law on the impact of the virus
on democracies. In times of uncertainty, Pandemocracy
in Europe provides analysis and answers to the
democratic challenges of the coronavirus. The open
access edition of this book is available under a CC BYNC-ND 4.0 licence on
www.bloomsburycollections.com"-The Bilingual Aphasia Test is a comprehensive language
test designed to assess the differential loss or sparing of
various language functions in previously bilingual
individuals. The individual is tested, separately, in each
language he or she previously used, and then in the two
languages simultaneously. The testing is multimodal -sampling hearing, speaking, reading, and writing; and
multidimensional -- testing various linguistic levels
(phonological, morphological, syntactic, lexical, and
semantic), tasks (comprehension, repetition, judgment,
lexical access and propositionizing), and units (words,
sentences, and paragraphs). The BAT is structured as
follows: * To test a bilingual aphasic, you will need the
following testing elements: the stimulus books for each of
the languages in which the individual was formerly fluent,
the single-language tests for each of these languages,
as well as the bilingual test that links them. For example,
if you are testing an English-French bilingual aphasic,
you will need an English stimulus book, a French
stimulus book, an English single-language test, a French
single-language test, and an English-French bilingual
test. * The BAT can also be used to test monolingual
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aphasics. To test for monolingual aphasia, you will need
the stimulus book and the single-language test in the
language in which the individual was formerly fluent. *
Professor Paradis' book, The Assessment of Bilingual
Aphasia, provides the background material and serves
as the manual for the test. The BAT is available in
dozens of languages and language pairs. There are now
106 bilingual pairs available. Additional single-language
and bilingual tests are being prepared continuously. If
the language (or language pair) you need is not listed,
please call LEA to find out if and when it will be available.
Single-language materials are now available in: Amharic
Arabic (Jordanian) Arabic (Maghrebian) Armenian
(Eastern) Armenian (Western) Azari Basque Berber
Bulgarian Catalán Chinese (Cantonese) Chinese
(Mandarin) Croatian Czech Danish Dutch English Farsi
Finnish French Friulian Galician German Greek Hebrew
Hindi Hungarian Icelandic Inuktitut Italian Japanese
Kannada Korean Kurdish Latvian Lithuanian Luganda
Malagasy Norwegian Oryia Polish Portuguese (Brazilian)
Portuguese (European) Rumanian Russian Somali
Spanish (American) Spanish (European) Swahili
Swedish Tagalog Tamil Turkish Ukrainian Urdu
Vietnamese Yiddish Bilingual pairs are now available in:
Amharic/English Amharic/French Arabic/Armenian
Arabic/English Arabic/French Arabic/Somali
Arabic/Swahili Armenian/English Armenian/Farsi
Armenian/French Armenian/Russian Basque/English
Basque/French Basque/Spanish Berber/English
Berber/French Bulgarian/English Bulgarian/French
Bulgarian/German Bulgarian/Russian Catalán/Spanish
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Chinese (Cantonese)/English Chinese
(Mandarin)/English Chinese/French Croatian/English
Croatian/French Croatian/Italian Czech/English
Czech/German Czech/Russian Czech/Swedish
Danish/English Danish/German Dutch/English
Dutch/French Dutch/German Dutch/Hebrew
English/Farsi English/Finnish English/French
English/Friulian English/German English/Greek
English/Hebrew English/Hindi English/Hungarian
English/Icelandic English/Italian English/Japanese
English/Korean English/Latvian English/Lithuanian
English/Luganda English/Norwegian English/Polish
English/Portuguese English/Rumanian English/Russian
English/Serbian English/Somali English/Spanish
English/Swahili English/Swedish English/Tagalog
English/Turkish English/Urdu English/Vietnamese
Farsi/French Farsi/Hebrew Finnish/French
Finnish/Swedish French/Friulian French/German
French/Greek French/Hebrew French/Hungarian
French/Italian French/Japanese French/Malagasy
French/Polish French/Rumanian French/Russian
French/Serbian French/Somali French/Spanish
French/Swahili French/Urdu French/Vietnamese
Friulian/German Friulian/Italian Galician/Spanish
German/Greek German/Hebrew German/Hungarian
German/Italian German/Polish German/Russian
German/Spanish German/Swedish Greek/Spanish
Greek/Turkish Italian/Rumanian Italian/Spanish
Portuguese/Spanish Russian/Swedish Somali/Swahili
Challenging the conventional view that engineering
design has its roots in "theory" and consists in the
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application of theory in "practice", this book aims to
increase awareness of the philosophy of engineering
amongst practising engineers, students and academics.
Never underestimate the power of friendship. When
Colie goes to spend the summer at the beach, she
doesn’t expect much. But Colie didn’t count on meeting
Morgan and Isabel. Through them, she learns what true
friendship is all about, and finally starts to realize her
potential. And that just might open the door to her first
chance at love. . . . “A down-to-earth Cinderella story. . .
captures that special feeling.” —The New York Post Also
by Sarah Dessen: Along for the Ride Dreamland Just
Listen Lock and Key The Moon and More Someone Like
You That Summer This Lullaby The Truth About Forever
What Happened to Goodbye
This book closes the gap for beginners who want to
study the Amharic language and had difficulties in finding
the right grammar for this purpose: The first grammar of
Amharic, the national language of Ethiopia, was
published by Hiob Ludolf in 1698. The Amharic grammar
published by Praetorius in 1879 is based on Amharic
religious texts and on scattered material, usually
composed by missionaries. A milestone in the study of
Amharic is Marcel Cohen's Traite de langue amharique
(1936), but this grammar, too is not completely suited for
beginners since the author's generalizations are at times
aimed at linguists. The grammar that comes closest to
the concept of a beginner's grammar is that of C.H.
Dawkin (1960), yet this grammar is extremely short, does
not give examples and does not introduce the student to
the intricacies of the language.The new book gives all
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the grammatical forms and the sentences of the present
grammar in Amharic script and in phonetic transcription.
The illustrative examples have a free and a literal
translation. This procedure should likewise prove to be
useful for the Semitist as well as for the general linguist.

This substantially revised second edition takes into
account the provisions of the revised Indian Code of
practice for Plain and Reinforced Concrete IS 456 :
2000. It also provides additional data on detailing of
steel to make the book more useful to practicing
engineers. The chapter on Limit State of Durability
for Environment has been completely revised and
the new provisions of the code such as those for
design for shear in reinforced concrete, rules for
shearing main steel in slabs, lateral steel in columns,
and stirrups in beams have been explained in detail
in the new edition. This comprehensive and
systematically organized book is intended for
undergraduate students of Civil Engineering,
covering the first course on Reinforced Concrete
Design and as a reference for the practicing
engineers. Besides covering IS 456 : 2000, the book
also deals with the British and US Codes. Advanced
topics of IS 456 : 2000 have been discussed in the
companion volume Advanced Reinforced Concrete
Design (also published by Prentice-Hall of India).
The two books together cover all the topics in IS 456
: 2000 and many other topics which are so important
in modern methods of design of reinforced concrete.
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Vroom! Vroom! From the backseat, what do you
see? Whether on a cross-country road trip or a quick
jaunt across town, there's no end to what a child can
see from the backseat of a car. Using familiar road
signs, this striking book introduces little ones not just
to the alphabet but also to the world around them.
Equally perfect for transportation-obsessed children
and those just learning to read, this fresh and
dynamic picture book will entertain and educate at
home, in the classroom, and on the go.
Taoist masters only talk about the Way. Tao means
the Way - they don't talk about the goal at all. They
say: The goal will take care of itself; you need not
worry about the goal. If you know the Way, then you
know the goal, because the goal is not at the very
end of the Way, the goal is all along the Way - each
moment, wherever you are, you are at the goal if you
are on the Way. To be on the Way is to be at the
goal. Hence, Taoists don't talk about the goal, they
don't talk about God, they don't talk about moksha,
nirvana, enlightenment - no, not at all. Very simple is
their message: You have to find the way.
Ready to build apps for iPhone, iPad, and Mac now
that Swift has landed? If you’re an experienced
programmer who’s never touched Apple developer
tools, this hands-on book shows you how to use the
Swift language to make incredible iOS and OS X
apps, using Cocoa and Cocoa Touch. Learn how to
use Swift in a wide range of real-world situations,
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with Cocoa features such as Event Kit and Core
Animation. You’ll pick up Swift language features
and syntax along the way, and understand why
using Swift (instead of Objective-C) makes iOS and
Mac app development easier, faster, and safer.
You’ll also work with several exercises to help you
practice as you learn. Learn the OS X and iOS
application lifecycle Use storyboards to design
adaptive interfaces Explore graphics systems,
including the built-in 2D and 3D game frameworks
Display video and audio with AVFoundation Store
data locally with the file system, or on the network
with iCloud Display lists or collections of data with
table views and collection views Build apps that let
users create, edit, and work with documents Use
MapKit, Core Location, and Core Motion to interact
with the world
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
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format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Material Subject emphasises how bodily and
material cultures combine to make and transform
subjects dynamically. The book is based on the
French Matière à Penser (MaP) school of thought,
which draws upon the ideas of Mauss, Schilder,
Foucault and Bourdieu, among others, to enhance
the anthropological study of embodiment, practices,
techniques, materiality and power. Through
theoretical sophistication and empirical field
research, case studies from Europe, Africa and Asia
bring MaP’s ideas into dialogue with other strands of
material culture studies in the English-speaking
world. These studies mediate different scales of
engagement through a sensori-motor, affective and
cognitive focus on practices of making and doing.
Examples range from the precarity of professional
divers in French public works to the gendered
subjectivity of female carpet weavers in Morocco,
from the ways Swiss watchmakers transmit craft
knowledge to how Hindu devotees in India make
efficacious use of altars, and from the enskilment of
Paiwan indigenous people in Taiwan to the prestige
of women’s wild silk wrappers in Burkina Faso. The
chapters are organised according to domains of
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practice, defined as 'matter of' work and technology,
heritage, politics, religion and knowledge. Scholars
and students with an interest in material culture will
gain valuable access to global research, rooted in a
specific intellectual tradition.
A tale as old as time is made new in Ashley Poston's
fresh, geeky retelling of Beauty and the Beast—now
with a bonus Starfield story! In this third book of the
Once Upon a Con series, Rosie Thorne is feeling
stuck—on her college application essays, in her small
town, and on that mysterious General Sond
cosplayer she met at ExcelsiCon. Most of all, she’s
stuck in her grief over her mother’s death. Her only
solace was her late mother’s library of rare Starfield
novels, but even that disappeared when they sold it
to pay off hospital bills. On the other hand, Vance
Reigns has been Hollywood royalty for as long as he
can remember—with all the privilege and scrutiny that
entails. When a tabloid scandal catches up to him,
he’s forced to hide out somewhere the paparazzi
would never expect to find him: Small Town USA. At
least there’s a library in the house. Too bad he
doesn’t read. When Vance’s and Rosie’s paths
collide, sparks do not fly. But as they begrudgingly
get to know each other, their careful masks come
off—and they may just find that there’s more risk in
shutting each other out than in opening their hearts.
The nineteenth edition of Modern Microeconomics
continues to provide a detailed understanding of the
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foundations of microeconomics. While it provides a solid
foundation for economic analysis, it also lucidly explains
the mathematical derivations of various microeconomic
concepts. This textbook would be extremely useful for
the students of economics.
2012 Reprint of 1930 Edition. Exact facsimile of the
original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition
Software. Founder of the Ancient and Mystic Order
Rosae Crucis (AMORC), a modern revival Rosicrucian
order headquartered at San Jose, California. Lewis was
born in Frenchtown, New Jersey, November 25, 1883, of
Welsh ancestry. In 1904 Lewis founded and served as
president of the New York Institute for Psychical
Research. The institute specialized in occult studies with
emphasis on Rosicrucian teachings. The AMORC was
organized in several stages over the next years, and by
1917 held its first national convention in Pittsburgh, at
which Lewis established his plan to develop
correspondence courses. AMORC taught philosophical
and mystical practices in order to develop the latent
faculties of man, and it sold literature by mail order.
Lewis himself authored the basic set of correspondence
lessons and a number of the books published by
AMORC. This is the authors and the orders view on the
subject of the soul and reincarnation
In 1906, sixteen-year-old Mattie, determined to attend
college and be a writer against the wishes of her father
and fiance, takes a job at a summer inn where she
discovers the truth about the death of a guest. Based on
a true story.
Suitable for school pupils aged 11–18, this Handbook
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covers everything you need to help you communicate in
EnglishFor students, this reference book:• is a practical
guide to using English in all situations• may be used in
the classroom or for independent home study• contains
rules and explanations written in a simple, logical format
to help you improve your English• provides tests on
each section to help assess your progress and reinforce
learning.For teachers, this reference book:• is an
invaluable teaching tool presented in a clear, userfriendly format• allows you to teach English in context by
using whatever is relevant and of interest to your
students• saves you preparation time• can be used
alongside any other classroom textSections include:•
Language • Literature• Analysing texts• Visual analysis•
The writing process• Public speaking (oral
communication)In addition there are self-tests on each
major section.
More than personal memoir, Donald Kennedy's story is
not only a chronicle of watershed years in the history of
Stanford University, but also a reflection on academia's
perennial concerns. The story builds from his childhood
and family in New England through mentors at Harvard
to reflections on his early years at Stanford. What is the
scope of a teacher's responsibilities? What is the proper
balance between research and teaching? How far can a
professor of literature stretch activism and free speech
before losing tenure? How can the University look so rich
and feel so poor? While biology department head,
Kennedy founded Human Biology, Stanford's first
interdisciplinary program. As president, issues of ethnic
diversity, student activism, multicultural curricula, patent
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rights, divestment in South Africa, a student hostage
crisis, and a major earthquake colored his pivotal years
at Stanford. At the heart of Kennedy's journey has been
the belief that one must give back to society as mentor,
inspiring his students; as commissioner of the FDA,
wrestling with issues of freedom and regulation; as editor
of Science, confronting the clash of science and politics.
Throughout the book, sidebar recollections from
students, friends, and colleagues reflect on his caring
encouragement and core humanity, his love of teaching,
and a life profoundly committed to science and public
service.
When Rainclouds Gather: Escaping South Africa and his
troubled past, Makehaya crosses the border to
Botswana, in the hope of leading a peaceful, purposeful
life. In the village of Golema Mmidi he meets Gilbert, a
charismatic Englishman who is trying to modernise
farming methods to benefit the community. The two
outsiders join forces, but their task is fraught with
hazards: opposition from the corrupt chief, the pressures
of tradition, and the unrelenting climate ever threaten to
bring tragedy. Maru: Margaret, an orphan from a
despised tribe, has lived her life under the loving
protection of a missionary's wife. She has only to open
her mouth to cause confusion, for her education and
English accent do not fit her looks. When she accepts
her first teaching post, in a remote village, Margaret is
befriended by Dikeledi, sister of Maru the chief-inwaiting. Despite making influential friends, Margaret
faces prejudice even from the children she teaches, and
her presence causes Maru and his best friend - also
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Dikeledi's lover - to become sworn enemies.
Living the Truth in Love grew out of the desire to provide
answers to the questions posed for the Synod on
Marriage called by Pope Francis: How can the Christian
community give pastoral attention to families with
persons with same-sex attraction?While avoiding any
unjust discrimination, how can the Church give such
persons pastoral care in light of the Gospel?How can
God's will be proposed to them in their situation? People
who want to be instruments of Christ's love to those who
experience same-sex attraction (SSA) seek guidance on
how best to do so. They need to listen to the stories of
those who experience SSA and the stories of those who
have accompanied them on their journeys. They also
need to ground their responses in a genuine Christian
understanding of the human person and of human
sexuality. This volume includes essays that lay out the
Christian view of the human person and of human
sexuality, essays that challenge the bifurcation of
sexualities into "heterosexual" and "homosexual". Topics
include an explanation of the meaning of the word
"disorder", a discussion of the therapeutic power of
friendship, and an application of Saint John Paul II’s
personalism to the question of same-sex attraction.
Psychologists and counselors explain various ways of
affirming those who experience SSA and of leading them
to experience the power of Christ’s healing love. Several
of those who experience SSA tell their touching and
inspiring stories.
No one expects a girl like Seven to snag a baller like
Josiah—but love has a way of taking unexpected turns in this
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YA urban romance. Seven McKnight can rock Apple Bottoms
jeans and stilettos like nobody's business, but she's got her
share of issues. It's not easy being the thickest girl in her
school’s popular clique, or hiding the fact that her twin sister
is playing wifey to the neighborhood thug. To make things
worse, she’s feelin' the school's hottest baller, Josiah—the
guy who happens to be dating her high maintenance
girlfriend, Deeyah. But when Deeyah decides to play Josiah
and his worst enemy against each other, she'll have everyone
facing off in the worst way. Once again, it’s up to Seven to try
and set things right. But she might just set herself up for a
major heartbreak in the process. A YALSA Quick Pick for
Reluctant Young Adult Readers
Love in Marriage is a book designed to motivate and inspire
marriages of all ethnicities and ages. No matter the state of
your marriage, it can leave you wanting to take your marriage
to the next level. It was created with the intentions of keeping
families together. It is an easy read that will leave you with a
positive outlook on marriage, thus creating a heavenly
marriage.
- In-depth understanding of the Before, During, and After
reading process- Essential skills and strategies for a variety of
materials and genres- Key comprehension tools, including
notetaking, outlining, cause-effect diagrams, and double-entry
journals- A resource for content area reading, supplemental
reading activities, tutorials, and homework support
The Material SubjectRethinking Bodies and Objects in
MotionRoutledge
This most popular and proven text takes a further lead with
this revision by aligning its contents with the prescribed UGC
model curriculum and new Choice Based Credit System
(CBCS) syllabus. The book provides carefully tailored content
for undergraduate courses in economics across a range of
academic disciplines.
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On most days Boonaroo Bay is a calm and quiet place. But
this was not always so . . . One day the birds were quarrelling
noisily. Which of them had the best beak? Find out how the
wise old pelican restored the peace and quiet of Boonaroo
Bay.
A concise Amharic-English, English-Amharic dictionary
provides definitions along with phonetic transcriptions of
Amharic script.

Learn to Program Android Apps in Less Than 24
Hours! This Book Android Programming & Android
App Development teaches you everything you need
to become an Android App Developer from scratch.
This book explains How You Can Get Started with
Android App Programming by explaining the System
& Software Requirements, Creating the environment
for Java, Android Studio & Android SDK Manager &
Most Importantly This Book Guides You In "Learning
Your First Android App Development"! Want to learn
an exciting Android App? Want to learn the history of
Android? Want to learn the advantages of Android
Programming? Want to learn the different between
Android Apps & other OS Apps? Want to learn the
different versions of Android? Want to learn the
important skills you need to develop an Android
App? Want to know the Career Options In Android
Programming? This book has "Answers" for all your
questions!!! What You'll Learn From This Book?
Chapter 1: Introduction Chapter 2: Choosing App
Development As A Career Option Chapter 3: History
Of Android App Development Chapter 4:
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Advantages Of Android Programming Chapter 5:
Android Apps Vs other OS Apps Chapter 6: Different
Versions In Android Chapter 7: The Skills You Need
To Develop An Android App Chapter 8: Getting
Started - System & Software Requirements - How To
Set Java Environment - How To Set Android Studio
Chapter 9: Let's Build Your First Android App R.Java & String.XML - Learn About Manifest.XML Learn About Layouts - Learn About Databases
Chapter 10: How To Publish Your Android App
Chapter 11: Rooting Android App Chapter 12: How
To Use Your Mobile As AVD Chapter 13: Why
Should You Become An Android Developer?
Chapter 14: Conclusion - Future Of Android App
Development This book's been prepared for the
beginners to help them understand basic Android
programming. After completing this book from start
to end, you will find yourself at a moderate level of
expertise in Android programming from where you
can take yourself to next levels. Get started TODAY!
Learn to develop Your First Android App! We teach
you not just to develop an app but also take you
through the step by step guide of publishing your
Android App in Google PlayStore!
This dictionary is the definitive starting point for
research on any topic, place or person in the Bible,
with emphasis on the crucial theological concepts.
Features include suggested pronunciation for biblical
persons and places, main entries with Hebrew,
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Greek and transliteration fonts, summary
introductions for long articles, helpful outlines for
long articles, peer reviewed by congregational
leaders.
A magical fantasy adventure about the high cost of
loving, from the award-winning author of My Teacher
Is an Alien and The Unicorn Chronicles. Juliet Dove
is a girl who doesn't like to be noticed. But though
she may be shy, she has a wickedly sharp wit.
Whenever someone does take notice of her, she
tears into the person with a savagery that’s earned
her the nickname “Killer.” Juliet ends up leaving Mr.
Elives’s magic shop with Helen of Troy's
amulet—that is, a virtual man magnet. Juliet doesn’t
know what she’s got, but the boys in her class
do—they start to notice her . . . Soon every boy in
town is swooning for her. Yet, much as she’d like to
lose all the unwanted attention, she can’t: The
amulet won't come off! “Although humorous, the
story has surprising depth, with musings on honor,
power, strength, courage, and, above all, love.”
—School Library Journal “A rare book . . . . Funny
[and] absorbing.” —Miami Herald
In her first book since leaving office as mayor of the
City of Tampa, Iorio shares her inside perspective to
help readers hone the skills required of today's
leaders. The book provides a straightforward
approach that imparts practical insight, the wisdom
that comes from hands-on experience, and
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pragmatic methods to improve any leader's ability to
influence and communicate as well as galvanise his
or her career. Iorio's candid stories, drawn from her
own experience in government, business, and nonprofit organisations, as well as the experience of
others, reveal real-world solutions. The lessons she
draws are essential for managers and leaders at all
levels who want to accelerate their results and
advance their careers. Straightforward is not about
theory; it focuses on actionable ways to become a
stronger, more effective leader.
"The narrator, reading with clarity and precision, tells
the well-known story of the Jewish girl and her family
who hid during the Holocaust...[This] high-quality
read-along...[is] excellent for school and public
libraries." - Booklist
Macroeconomics - Theory and Policy provides a
comprehensive coverage of all the important
theories and policies of macroeconomics. The book
is an exhaustive text for understanding all the
relevant concepts and current developments in the
subject. It traces the relevance of Keynesian theories
to the developing economies and has critically
examined the post-Keynesian developments.
In one month Jeremy Fink will turn thirteen. But does
he have what it takes to be a teenager? He collects
mutant candy, he won't venture more than four
blocks from his apartment if he can help it, and he
definitely doesn't like surprises. On the other hand,
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his best friend, Lizzy, isn't afraid of anything, even if
that might get her into trouble now and then.
Jeremy's summer takes an unexpected turn when a
mysterious wooden box arrives in the mail.
According to the writing on the box, it holds the
meaning of life! Jeremy is supposed to open it on his
thirteenth birthday. The problem is, the keys are
missing, and the box is made so that only the keys
will open it without destroying what's inside. Jeremy
and Lizzy set off to find the keys, but when one of
their efforts goes very wrong, Jeremy starts to lose
hope that he'll ever be able to open the box. But he
soon discovers that when you're meeting people
named Oswald Oswald and using a private limo to
deliver unusual objects to strangers all over the city,
there might be other ways of finding out the meaning
of life. Lively characters, surprising twists, and
thought-provoking ideas make Wendy Mass's latest
novel an unforgettable read.
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